Athletics Integrity Unit Press Release

After Ukraine sprinters’ ban, AIU to extend its blood profiling strategy ahead of the IAAF
World Championships Doha 2019
24 April 2019, Monaco: The Athletics Integrity Unit (AIU) announced today that it plans to
extend its blood steroid profiling strategy after the endorsement of its methods by the Court
of Arbitration for Sport (CAS) in a recent decision announced by WADA.
The CAS decision on 29 March – which saw the Ukrainian sprinters Olha Zemliak and Olesia
Povh banned from athletics for eight and four years respectively (see full decision here) –
was historic as it was the first time that athletes had been sanctioned based on testosterone
measurements in blood.
“We take note of the CAS decision which is a confirmation that our profiling strategy to
detect the use of exogenous testosterone was scientifically valid and robust. We are also
very grateful for WADA’s support of our blood steroid profiling strategy and their important
role in defending the appeal before CAS,” said David Howman, Chair of the AIU.
“Our success in this case, from detection to prosecution should act as a deterrent to anyone
in any sport considering trying to cheat in this way,” added Howman.
The AIU will intensify its use of this form of blood steroid profiling ahead of the IAAF World
Championships Doha 2019, the sport’s focal point of the year, which will be held from 27
September to 6 October.
An estimated 700 blood samples will be taken from the world’s leading athletes prior to
these championships for the purpose of continuing to build Athlete Biological Passport
profiles which, in turn, will be used to detect doping.
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About the Athletics Integrity Unit
The Athletics Integrity Unit (AIU) is the independent body created by the IAAF that manages
all integrity issues – both doping and non-doping – for the sport of athletics. The remit of the
AIU includes anti- doping, the pursuit of individuals engaged in age or competition results
manipulation, investigating fraudulent behaviour with regards to transfers of allegiance, and
detecting other misconduct including bribery and breaches of betting rules. It is the AIU’s
role to drive cheats out of our sport, and to do everything within its power to support honest
athletes around the world who dedicate their lives to reaching their sporting goals through
dedication and hard work.
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